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Reliable, direct “sample-to-answer” capture of nucleic acid targets from complex media would
greatly improve existing capabilities of DNA microarrays and biosensors. This goal has proven
elusive for many current nucleic acid detection technologies attempting to produce assay results
directly from complex real-world samples, including food, tissue, and environmental materials. In
this study, we have investigated mixed self-assembled thiolated single-strand DNA �ssDNA�
monolayers containing a short thiolated oligo�ethylene glycol� �OEG� surface diluent on gold
surfaces to improve the specific capture of DNA targets from complex media. Both surface
composition and orientation of these mixed DNA monolayers were characterized with x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS� and near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure �NEXAFS�. XPS
results from sequentially adsorbed ssDNA/OEG monolayers on gold indicate that thiolated OEG
diluent molecules first incorporate into the thiolated ssDNA monolayer and, upon longer OEG
exposures, competitively displace adsorbed ssDNA molecules from the gold surface. NEXAFS
polarization dependence results �followed by monitoring the N 1s→�* transition� indicate that
adsorbed thiolated ssDNA nucleotide base-ring structures in the mixed ssDNA monolayers are
oriented more parallel to the gold surface compared to DNA bases in pure ssDNA monolayers. This
supports ssDNA oligomer reorientation towards a more upright position upon OEG mixed adlayer
incorporation. DNA target hybridization on mixed ssDNA probe/OEG monolayers was monitored
by surface plasmon resonance �SPR�. Improvements in specific target capture for these ssDNA
probe surfaces due to incorporation of the OEG diluent were demonstrated using two model
biosensing assays, DNA target capture from complete bovine serum and from salmon genomic DNA
mixtures. SPR results demonstrate that OEG incorporation into the ssDNA adlayer improves surface
resistance to both nonspecific DNA and protein adsorption, facilitating detection of small DNA
target sequences from these undiluted, unpurified complex biological mixtures unachievable with
previously reported, analogous ssDNA/11-mercapto-1-undecanol monolayer surfaces �P. Gong,
C.-Y. Lee, L. J. Gamble, D. G. Castner, and D. W. Grainger, Anal. Chem. 78, 3326 �2006��. © 2006
American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.2219110�

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliable, direct “sample-to-answer” capture of nucleic
acid targets from complex media are sought to improve the
capabilities of DNA microarrays and biosensors, particularly
in field-based or remote sensing applications where sample
purification of complex milieu is problematic.1,2 This techni-
cal performance benchmark has been difficult to achieve in
many nucleic acid detection technologies attempting to pro-

duce assay results directly from complex samples without
amplification or pre-purification. These commonly include
assays from food, tissue, and environmental materials. For
example, we have recently shown that direct DNA capture
from serum samples is difficult above 30% serum dilutions
in buffer using surface plasmon resonance detection �SPR�:
DNA detection directly from 100% serum was impossible.3,4

Such direct-from-sample detection performance requires a
probe-tethered capture or detection surface that presents both
functional single-strand DNA �ssDNA� probe molecules that
reliably and specifically bind their DNA targets from com-
plex solutions �e.g., signal capture�, and also substrate chem-
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istry that resists nonspecific adsorption �noise reduction by
rejecting all other nontarget molecules such as nontarget
DNA, proteins, lipids�.5 Many capture surfaces for this ap-
plication have been reported, but few actually produce sig-
nal:noise ratios in complex milieu adequate for direct
sample-to-answer analyses.5 While substantial attention is di-
rected to construction and performance evaluation of poten-
tial microarray and related biosensing surfaces for assays of
simple systems �e.g., purified DNA samples in single com-
ponent buffers, or pre-purified polymerase chain reaction
�PCR� products�, less effort has been directed to developing
surfaces capable of direct detection from complex or multi-
component samples.

Numerous studies have employed thiolate-gold chemi-
sorption to attach ssDNA oligomers to gold surfaces for bio-
sensing experiments using SPR6–10 and quartz crystal
microbalance11,12 techniques. The surface chemistry of gold
supports can be further tailored using short alkylthiol surface
diluents to control DNA-surface interactions and monolayer
structure, density, hybridization efficiency and resistance to-
ward nontarget DNA adsorption.13–16 In previous work, we
have shown that functional mixed monolayers on gold com-
prising both thiolated ssDNA and 11-mercapto-1-undecanol
�MCU� improve DNA target capture capability over pure
ssDNA monolayers.3,4 Although MCU addition into the
ssDNA adlayer improved surface hybridization efficiency by
both orienting immobilized probe DNA �e.g., preventing
ssDNA nonspecific interactions with the gold surface� and
providing effective resistance to adsorption of noncomple-
mentary DNA, these ssDNA/MCU surfaces were not suffi-
ciently protein resistant to perform in complex milieu. Re-
sults of SPR-based DNA hybridization from various serum
dilutions showed that both DNA hybridization kinetics and
capture efficiency were adversely affected by nonspecific
protein adsorption, even at a minimum serum concentration
of 1v /v% when compared to target capture from pure buffer.
No target hybridization was detected in SPR from serum
concentrations above 30%, indicating substantial interfer-
ence of nonspecific protein adsorption with specific DNA
capture and hybridization.

From this work and that of others,3–5 it is clear that non-
specific protein binding represents a significant issue for per-
formance of direct target DNA detection from biological,
complex samples without pre-purification. Since sample pu-
rification or analyte enrichment �e.g., PCR� represent time-
and resource-consuming processes, a key step towards im-
proving DNA microarray and biosensor performance and se-
lectivity in complex media is improved signal:noise ratios in
direct assay; specifically, by preventing biomolecules from
binding nonspecifically to assay substrates while preserving
the capture efficiency of the immobilized DNA probes.

In this paper, we report improved SPR-detected DNA hy-
bridization from complex media by incorporating oligo�eth-
ylene glycol� �OEG� thiolated diluents into chemisorbed thi-
olated ssDNA monolayers, improving the prevention of
nonspecific adsorption of both DNA and proteins at the SPR
surface. Thiol-terminated OEG molecules replace previously

used hydroxyl-terminated-alkylthiol surface diluents3,4 be-
cause OEG units are known to be an effective chemistry to
reduce nonspecific protein adsorption.5,17–21 Mixed ssDNA/
OEG monolayers are characterized by quantitatively deter-
mining surface composition, coverage and orientation of
chemisorbed ssDNA using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
�XPS� and polarization-dependent near-edge x-ray adsorp-
tion fine structure �NEXAFS�. Influences of OEG diluent
“backfill” on DNA target hybridization efficiency was exam-
ined using SPR with purified, unlabeled, complementary
DNA in buffer. Target detection from two complex media
�bovine serum and salmon genomic DNA mixtures� was then
evaluated with SPR. Improved ssDNA target capture from
complex sample solutions results from incorporation of
protein-resistant OEG diluent components into the simple
thiolated ssDNA monolayer system. These results are par-
ticularly important for improving performance and extending
applications of functionalized ssDNA surfaces in biosensing
assays since current requirements for sample analyte ampli-
fication �e.g., using PCR� and pre-purification to remove
competing, interfering nonanalytes will remain until direct
assay is possible with sufficient sensitivity and reliability.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials

Silicon wafers �Silicon Valley Microelectronics, Inc., San
Jose, CA� and SF-14 glass slides �Schott Glass Technology,
Durea, PA� were used as substrates. High performance liquid
chromatography �HPLC�-purified DNA oligomers �HS-
ssDNA: 5�-HS-�CH2�6-CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC-3�,
complementary target: 5�-GTCAAGATGCTACCGTTCAG-
3�, and noncomplementary target:
5�-CTGAACGGTAGCATCTTGAC-3�� were purchased
from TriLink Biotechnologies �San Diego, CA�. DNA oligo-
mers from this vendor have been shown to contain minimal
contaminants that interfere with HS-ssDNA surface
assembly.22 OEG-terminated thiols
�HS– �CH2�11– �O–CH2–CH2�4–OH� were custom synthe-
sized at the University of Washington ��95% purity by
nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR��.23 The buffer used for
both DNA probe assembly and target hybridization, denoted
as STE, contained 1.0 M NaCl �Fisher, Fair Lawn, NJ�,
10 mM Tris-HCl �Sigma, St. Louis, MO�, and 1 mM ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid �Fisher� and was adjusted to pH
7.4 by adding 1.0 M NaOH. Fetal bovine serum �Premium,
U.S. Origin, Hybridoma Screened, 14-901F, Lot 01103197,
total protein 35–60 mg/ml� was purchased from Cambrex
�Baltimore, MD�, stored at −20 °C until use and diluted with
STE to 1%–50% concentrations �by volume� prior to hybrid-
ization experiments. Full length salmon genomic DNA �from
salmon testes, size range of 587–831 base pairs� was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich �St. Louis, MO�, stored at
−20 °C until use and diluted with STE to 0.1 and 1 mg/ml
prior to hybridization experiments.
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B. Preparation of mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers
on gold

Silicon wafers used for XPS and NEXAFS experiments
were coated with 10 nm chromium and 80 nm gold �99.99%�
by electron beam evaporation at pressures below 1
	10−6 Torr. Glass slides used for SPR experiments were
coated with 2 nm chromium and 50 nm gold �99.99%� under
identical conditions. Mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers of
varying DNA surface coverage were fabricated using a two-
step self-assembly process, analogous to that reported
previously.3,4 First, pure DNA monolayers were prepared by
immersing gold-coated substrates in 1 �M HS-ssDNA solu-
tions in STE buffer for 5 h. Samples were then rinsed thor-
oughly with buffer for 30 s and 18 M� cm water for 1 min
to remove loosely bound HS-ssDNA. DNA samples were
then immersed in 50 �M OEG diluent thiol solution �in de-
gassed 18 M� cm water� for various timed exposures
�0.5–18 h�. After the specified OEG exposure time, samples
were removed from solution, rinsed thoroughly in
18 M� cm grade water for 1 min, then blown dry with N2

and stored under N2 until analysis.

C. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS analysis of DNA samples was performed on a Kratos
AXIS Ultra DLD instrument equipped with a monochro-
matic Al K
 x-ray source. A takeoff angle of 0° was used for
all measurements. The typical x-ray spot size was 700 �m
	300 �m. For each sample, an initial compositional survey
scan was acquired, followed by detailed �P 2p, N 1s, O 1s
and S 2p� scans using a pass energy of 80 eV. High-
resolution spectra �P 2p, N 1s, O 1s, C 1s, S 2p, and Au 4f�
were also acquired for the DNA samples using a pass energy
of 20 eV. All binding energies were referenced to the Au 4f
peak at 84.0 eV. Three spots on two or more replicates of
each DNA sample were analyzed and averaged where atomic
percent �at%� is reported. Reported compositional data were
averages of values determined at each spot. Data analysis
was performed with Vision Processing data reduction soft-
ware �Kratos Analytical Ltd.� and CasaXPS �Casa Software
Ltd.�.

D. Near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure

NEXAFS spectra were performed at the National Syn-
chrotron Light Source U7A beamline at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory. This beam line uses a �85% polarized,
high intensity beam, a monochromator and 600 l /mm grat-
ing which gives a full width at half maximum resolution of
�0.15 eV at the carbon K edge ��285 eV�.24 The mono-
chromator energy scale was calibrated using the C 1s→�*

transition of graphite, located at 285.35 eV. The effects of
incident beam intensity fluctuations and monochromator ab-
sorption features were eliminated by normalizing all
NEXAFS spectra to the signal from a pure gold �gold depos-
ited in situ� control sample �I0� and the beam flux �Iring�.
Partial electron yield was monitored by a channeltron elec-
tron multiplier with an adjustable entrance grid bias. The bias

voltage was maintained at −150 V for carbon K-edge spectra
and −350 V for nitrogen K-edge spectra. Samples were
mounted to allow rotation about the vertical axis to change
the angle between the sample surface and the incident x-ray
beam. The NEXAFS angle is defined as the angle between
the incident x-ray beam and the sample surface. A near-
normal incident beam is defined as the x-ray striking the
surface at an angle of 70° from the sample surface while a
glancing incident beam is generally 20° from the surface
plane. The electric field vector �E� is perpendicular to the
x-ray beam; therefore, when the beam is at normal incidence,
the E vector lies parallel to the surface. A disordered system
on the sample surface does not show any polarization depen-
dence because of the random orientation of the molecules.
Polarization dependence is indicative of directional align-
ment of the molecules in the overlayer.25

E. Surface plasmon resonance

The home-built SPR liquid sensing system used in this
study has been described and characterized in more detail
elsewhere.26 Briefly, this SPR system is based on a planar
prism �Kretschmann� configuration. The glass side of the
gold-coated substrate is index matched to the prism while the
functionalized surface is mechanically pressed against a
milled Teflon™ flow cell. A polychromatic light beam is
passed through the prism and the backside of a gold-coated
substrate to excite surface plasmon waves at the metal-
dielectric interface. The reflected light is analyzed with a
spectrograph. During SPR measurements, STE buffer and
target ssDNA solutions �1 �M complementary and non-
complementary control ssDNA in STE buffer� were sequen-
tially delivered to the SPR surface of immobilized DNA
probes at a flow rate of 50 �l /min. Interactions at the gold
surface were observed by monitoring the wavelength shift of
the SPR reflected minimum. Data quantification was per-
formed as reported previously3 by first converting the mea-
sured wavelength shift into effective adlayer thicknesses �de-
fined as the thickness that the same amount of adsorbate per
unit area would have if packed at its bulk density without
any trapped solvent in the adlayer�, then by subsequent con-
version into absolute adsorbate coverages �e.g.,
molecules/cm2 of hybridized target DNA� using the method
published by Jung et al.26 This method requires a simple
calibration of the instrument sensitivity based on SPR re-
sponse to changes in bulk solution refractive index, the
known index of refraction for the adsorbate and buffer, and
an exponential optical sampling depth estimated from
Fresnel equations. The effective adlayer thickness, d, was
calculated using the equation

d = ��d
2
�	 �R

S��a − �s�

 ,

where �d is the decay length of the evanescent field near the
gold surface �362 nm�, �R is the measured reflected wave-
length shift, S is the SPR system sensitivity factor �3500
reflected wavelength shift/RIU obtained by monitoring the
SPR wavelength shift as a series of ethanol/water calibration
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solutions with varying refractive indexes of 1.333–1.3425
were injected over the gold surface following the procedure
described in Ref. 26�, �a is the indices of refraction for the
DNA adsorbate �1.727,28�, and �s is the buffer index of re-
fraction �1.343�. Refractive indices of the calibration solu-
tions and buffer were measured on an Abbe-3L refractometer
�Bausch & Lomb, Depew, NY�. Once the effective thickness
of the adsorbed layer is calculated, the SPR surface coverage
of adsorbed molecules can be estimated by multiplying d by
the density of the pure adsorbate26 using a density value of
1.7 g/cm3 for hybridized dsDNA:29

Adsorbed DNA density �molecules/cm2�= �effective
thickness �d� �cm��•�bulk density �N��molecules/cm3��.

Differences in target DNA density data measured in serum
and genomic DNA dilutions by SPR were assessed using a z
test and termed significant when p0.05.30

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization of thiolated ssDNA/OEG
monolayers by XPS and NEXAFS

1. Composition and coverage determined by XPS

Preliminary survey scans of the ssDNA/OEG monolayers
indicated the presence of all elements expected from DNA
�e.g., P, N, O, C, and S�, OEG �O, C, and S�, and substrate
�Au�, with no additional elements. Table I presents a sum-
mary of the surface elemental compositions and ratios for the
various ssDNA/OEG monolayers as a function of OEG dilu-
ent backfill time. For the pure ssDNA monolayer surface, the
experimentally obtained composition is 2 at% P, 8 at% N,
18 at% O, 43 at% C, 0 at% S, and 29 at% Au. Sulfur is not
observed from the pure ssDNA monolayer due to its low
stoichiometric atomic percent in a 20mer ssDNA molecule
�0.2 at% �, close to the XPS detection limit ��0.1 at% �, and
its predicted placement deep within the DNA layer at the
gold surface, therefore attenuated by the DNA overlayer.4

The P/N ratio was used to verify the stoichiometry of the
DNA monolayer given that P and N are unique to DNA. The
P/N ratio calculated from the atomic percents �0.3, as shown
in Table I� is in good agreement with the value predicted by
the stoichiometry of the DNA molecule �theoretical P /N

=0.3�. The O/N and C/N ratios �2.3 and 5.6� are greater
than the theoretically expected values, indicating excess oxy-
gen and carbon on the pure DNA monolayer surface likely
due to the presence of adventitious hydrocarbon contamina-
tion, a presumption supported by the accuracy of the P/N
atomic ratio.4,22 After short-term OEG backfill ��1 h�, in-
creases in S and C signals correspond with decreases in P, N,
O, and Au. The initial decrease in Au signal after the OEG
backfill suggests that at short backfill times, the smaller OEG
diluent thiols first bind into unoccupied gold sites surround-
ing the loosely packed DNA on the surface. With longer
OEG diluent backfill time �2–18 h�, the relative atomic per-
cents of S and C continue to increase while the percent P, N,
and O decrease. At these longer OEG backfill times, the Au
signal increased, indicating that further OEG exposure leads
to displacement of larger, more gold signal-attenuating DNA
molecules from the surface by shorter OEG diluent thiols.
This is consistent with previous XPS and radiolabeling stud-
ies of mixed DNA/MCU monolayers on gold where expos-
ing DNA monolayers to a 10 �M MCU solution for increas-
ing exposure times gradually removed ssDNA molecules
from the surface.4

In previous studies, absolute surface densities of DNA
were obtained by radiometric 32P-DNA-labeling for a mixed
DNA/MCU diluent thiol monolayer system and compared
with at% N from XPS.3,4 The probe-DNA surface density of
the ssDNA/OEG system was calculated by correlating the
XPS N 1s at% of ssDNA/OEG samples to that previously
reported for DNA/MCU samples calibrated by radiometric
measurements.3,4 For short OEG exposure times �1 h�, the
estimated DNA surface probe densities obtained in the
present study for mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers were simi-
lar to the DNA surface densities for the mixed DNA/MCU
monolayers.3,4 At longer OEG exposure times ��1 h�, the
estimated probe-DNA surface densities in mixed DNA/OEG
monolayers are lower than those reported for the mixed
DNA/MCU monolayers at the same backfill times. The dif-
ference in the DNA density could be explained by the
slightly higher concentration of OEG diluent thiol in solution
�50 �M� used in this study as compared to the 10 �M MCU
solution used in the previous system.

TABLE I. XPS composition data and surface coverage for pure ssDNA and mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers on gold.a

Immersion
time in

HS-
ssDNA

Immersion
time in
OEG

Atomic percent Atomic ratio

Probe density
�1013 molecules/cm2�P 2p N 1s O 1s C 1s S 2p Au 4f P/N O/N C/N

HS-ssDNA theoretical ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.3 1.7 2.8 ¯
5 h 0 h 2.0 7.7 18.1 43.1 ndb 29.1 0.3 2.3 5.6 4.4
5 h 0.5 h 1.2 4.5 16.7 51.1 0.9 25.7 0.3 3.7 11.4 4.1
5 h 1 h 0.9 4.0 16.7 52.4 1.3 24.7 0.2 4.2 13.2 3.6
5 h 2 h 0.7 2.5 15.4 53.2 1.3 26.9 0.3 6.1 21.1 2.1
5 h 5 h 0.4 1.6 15.0 52.3 1.5 29.2 0.3 9.6 33.7 1.2
5 h 18 h 0.3 1.0 18.7 49.9 2.0 28.1 0.3 18.5 49.5 0.7
0 h 18 h nd nd 13.7 52.5 1.6 32.1 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.0

aAll standard deviations �2% with the exception of sulfur ��17% � and phosphorus ��20% �.
bNot detectable.
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High-resolution XPS spectra of the C 1s, S 2p, P 2p, N
1s, O 1s, and Au 4f regions are shown in Figs. 1�a�–1�f�.
Adsorption of the OEG molecules at the gold surface was
also confirmed by the differences in the high-resolution C 1s
spectra from pure ssDNA and mixed ssDNA/OEG samples
�Fig. 1�a��. The relative concentrations of the different C 1s
carbon species are summarized in Table II as a function of

OEG backfill time. The carbon species from the pure ssDNA
monolayer include 48% C–C and C–H, 34% C–N and C–O,
13% N–CvO, N–C�vN�–N, NvC–N and N–C–O, and
5% urea carbon �N–C�vO�–N� with characteristic binding
energies of approximately 285, 286–287, 288, and 289 eV,
respectively.4,31 Once OEG was incorporated into the DNA

FIG. 1. High-resolution XPS �a� C 1s, �b� N 1s, �c� P 2p, �d� O 1s, �e� S 2p and �f� Au 4f spectra and fits used for area measurements from a pure ssDNA
monolayer �bottom curve� and a mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayer with 1 h OEG backfill �top curve� on gold. Peak binding energies for high-resolution spectra
were referenced to the Au 4f peak �f� at 84.0 eV. Decreases in the N 1s and P 2p peak intensities are observed after OEG backfill ��b�-�c��. Increases in the
C–O peak intensity after OEG backfill are apparent in both C 1s and O 1s spectra at 287 and 533 eV, respectively. S 2p peaks are observed only after OEG
backfill. The binding energy �BE� of the S2p3/2 peak ��e�, 161.9 eV� is consistent with the sulfur bound to the gold surface as a thiolate species �see Ref. 33�.
Note that the spectra in each figure are on the same scale, offset for clarity.

TABLE II. XPS high-resolution C 1s chemical species of pure ssDNA and mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers on gold.a

Immersion
time in HS-

ssDNA

Immersion
time in
OEG

Percentage

C–C, C–H
�285 eV�

C–N, C–O
�287 eV�

N–C�vO�–C,
N–C�vN�–N,

NvC–N, N–C–O
�288 eV�

N–C�vO�–N
�289 eV�

HS-ssDNA theoretical 20.0 45.0 27.0 8.0
5 h 0 h 48.1 34.1 12.9 4.9
5 h 0.5 h 42.7 47.2 8.2 1.9
5 h 1 h 44.8 46.0 7.3 1.9
5 h 2 h 44.4 48.1 5.9 1.6
5 h 5 h 46.1 49.8 4.1 0.0
5 h 18 h 48.6 48.8 2.6 0.0
0 h 1 h 50.2 49.8 0.0 0.0

OEG theoretical 52.6 47.4 0.0 0.0

aAll standard deviations �2%.
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monolayer, the C–O peak intensity increased �as shown in
Fig. 1�a� and Table II�, and DNA carbon species intensities
decreased. In addition, the O 1s spectra �Fig. 1�d�� show a
concurrent increase in the C–O–C peak intensity �from
OEG� at 533 eV, and decrease in the CvO peak intensity
�from DNA� at 531 eV with the addition of OEG.32 The N 1s
spectra acquired for the pure DNA and mixed ssDNA/OEG
samples �Fig. 1�b�� had two nitrogen peaks due to the pres-
ence of amine and aromatic nitrogen species at 399 eV and
C�vO�–N, N–C�vO�–N and C�vO�–N–C�vO� spe-
cies at 401 eV from the DNA molecule.31,32 Figure 1�c�
shows the P 2p spectra obtained from the pure DNA and
mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers. Presence of P 2p emission
is also indicative of DNA in monolayers as it was the only
source of phosphorus used during sample preparation. De-
creases in the peak intensity of N 1s and P 2p peaks were
observed after the addition of OEG into the DNA adlayer.
Analysis of the high-resolution S 2p spectra �Fig. 1�e�� indi-
cates that bound sulfur �S 2p3/2� was observed near 162 eV
after the addition of OEG diluent,33 confirming most of the
OEG chains were bound to the gold substrate via thiol-gold
interactions. In addition to the bound sulfur peaks at 162 eV,
Fig. 1�e� shows the presence of unbound sulfur in the
164–165 eV range, possibly due to incomplete rinsing of the
sample surface or retention of nonchemisorbed species.

Figures 1�a�–1�d� show that changes in XPS peak inten-
sities, as well as shifts in the binding energies �BEs� of the C
1s, N 1s, P 2p, and O 1s regions, accompanied the addition
of the OEG diluent. The C 1s, N 1s, P 2p, and O 1s XPS
peaks from pure ssDNA monolayers are shifted to lower BEs
than those from mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers. �Note:
Peak binding energies for all high-resolution spectra were
referenced to the Au 4f peak at 84.0 eV as shown in Fig.
1�f��. This is in agreement with previous results,4 where
these BE shifts were found to be due to nonthiol interactions
of the DNA polyanions with the gold substrate. Incorporation
of OEG diluents into the ssDNA monolayer inhibited these
nonspecific interactions to force DNA into a more upright
position as seen with the NEXAFS results shown below.

2. DNA adlayer order and orientation measured by
NEXAFS

C K-edge and N K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the mixed
ssDNA/OEG monolayers were collected at near-normal �in-
cident x-ray beam 70° to the sample surface� and glancing
�20°� angles to examine the orientation and order of the
ssDNA monolayers as a function OEG backfill time. NEX-
AFS N K-edge spectra for the ssDNA monolayers �0–18 h
OEG backfill� are shown in Fig. 2�a�. There is a �* doublet

FIG. 2. Nitrogen �a� and carbon �b� K-edge NEXAFS spectra from pure ssDNA and mixed ssDNA/OEG monolayers on gold at near normal �70°� and glancing
�20°� incident x-ray angles �t=OEG backfill time in hours�. The increase in polarization dependence of nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra with OEG backfill
�a� indicates that DNA bases in the mixed monolayers are oriented more parallel to the surface than bases in the pure DNA monolayer, and that ssDNA
oligomers reorient on average towards a more upright orientation on the surface upon OEG addition. The C K-edge spectra of the ssDNA/OEG monolayers
�b� show relatively little polarization dependence. The peak at 289 eV is more pronounced in the ssDNA/OEG monolayers than the pure ssDNA monolayer
because of the higher concentration of ether linkages from the OEG diluent molecules. The lack of polarization dependence for this peak suggests that the
regions of the OEG molecules that contain ether linkages are disordered.
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feature ��E=1.7 eV� within the 399–402 eV region of all
NEXAFS N K-edge spectra, similar to spectra previously
reported for gold-bound ssDNA4,34,35 and dsDNA.36 The �*

doublet feature represents an average signal over the four
different nucleotide bases.36 The lower energy �* peak near
399–400 eV is consistent with the location of the “aromatic”
nitrogen �* peak in molecules containing nitrogen atoms in a
ring structure.37,38 The higher energy �* peak at 401 eV is
due to the nitrogen atoms in the nucleobases located next to
carbonyl groups.34,36 The broader peak above 405 eV is at-
tributed to the N 1s→�* transition.4,34,36

A slight polarization dependence is seen for the pure ss-
DNA monolayer spectra �Fig. 2�a�, t=0� within the
399–402 eV region. The �* doublet peak was enhanced
when the x-ray beam is at glancing incidence to the sample
surface ��=20° �. At glancing incidence, the electric field
vector �E� of the polarized x-ray source is perpendicular to
the surface. The overlap of this E vector with the antibond-
ing �* orbitals of the DNA bases indicates that the bases are
on average nominally parallel to the gold surface. After in-
corporation of the OEG into the monolayer, this polarization
dependence increased as the OEG molecules displace the
nonthiol interactions of chemisorbed DNA polyanions with
the gold substrate, thereby forcing the ssDNA molecules into
a more upright position.4,13

Changes in the orientation of the ssDNA with increasing
OEG backfill time could be monitored by comparing the
dichroic ratio, �N��,39,40 for the ssDNA/OEG monolayers
using the formula below:

�N�*
=
N�*,20° − N�*,70°

N�*,20° + N�*,70°
.

Note that the dichroic ratios calculated here are relative
and cannot be directly compared to the values from different
experimental setups. Comparison of dichroic ratios derived
from different experiments requires a correction factor
1 / �2P−1�, where P is the polarization degree of the syn-
chrotron light.39,40 The �N�� values for the ssDNA/OEG
monolayers are shown in Fig. 3. �N�� increased significantly
during short OEG backfill time ��1 h�, reaching a maximum
orientation between 0.5 and 1 h. This is similar to previous
results reported for the mixed DNA/MCU monolayers where
the initial increase in ssDNA orientation is proposed to arise
from the removal of nonspecific interactions between the
nucleobase amine groups and the gold surface4 as shown by
the BE shifts in the XPS data. Beyond 1 h of OEG backfill
time �N�� decreased likely due to loss of ssDNA from the
surface �see XPS results described above�. Limited electro-
static repulsive interactions between ssDNA chains at lower
ssDNA surface density would permit more disorder among
the DNA chains and facilitate some nucleotide-surface reen-
gagement as shown by the data.

The C K-edge spectra of the ssDNA/OEG monolayers
�Fig. 2�b�� show relatively little polarization dependence.
The peak at 293 eV has been assigned to the C–C species
��*

C–C�.41,42 With the incorporation of OEG diluent thiols,
this peak was slightly enhanced when the x-ray beam was at

glancing �20°� incidence to the sample surface, indicating
that the C–C bonds in the OEG molecules were oriented
nominally perpendicular to the surface. The peak at 287.4 eV
is attributed to the transition from the C 1s to the C–H*

orbital.41,42 With the addition of OEG, this peak was slightly
enhanced when the x-ray beam was at normal �70°� inci-
dence to the sample surface, indicating the C–H �* bonds are
on average parallel to the surface. The polarization depen-
dence of the �C–C

* and �C–H
* peaks was similar to the spectra

previously reported for hydrocarbon adlayers41 and
Langmuir–Blodgett films.42 The peak at 289 eV, attributed to
the transition from the C 1s to C–O* orbital, is more pro-
nounced in the ssDNA/OEG monolayers than the pure ss-
DNA monolayer because of the higher concentration of ether
linkages from the OEG diluent molecules. The lack of any
appreciable polarization dependence for the C–O ether peak
suggests that the terminal ethylene glycol regions of the
OEG molecules are disordered.

B. SPR measurement of DNA hybridization
on ssDNA/OEG monolayers

1. Hybridization in purified DNA target solutions

Previous work has shown that DNA surface hybridization
is dependent on MCU diluent backfill time since the intro-
duction of MCU affects both immobilized-ssDNA density
and orientation.3,4 Here, SPR measurements were made to
investigate DNA hybridization efficiency as a function of
OEG diluent backfill time �0.5–18 h� with purified, unla-
beled DNA targets �1 �M� in STE buffer �see Fig. 4�a��. To
test the specificity of the ssDNA/OEG monolayers, a non-
complementary ssDNA strand �1 �M� was used as a control
�Fig. 4�a�, step 1�. No detectable hybridization signal was
obtained from the noncomplementary experiments after rins-
ing the probe surfaces with buffer �Fig. 4�a�, step 2�. This
suggests that the OEG diluent effectively prevents non-
complementary short ssDNA sequences from binding non-
specifically to the surface. With the injection of 1 �M

FIG. 3. Dichroic ratio ��N�*� for pure ssDNA and mixed ssDNA/OEG
monolayers on gold as a function of OEG backfill time. �N�* reaches its
maximum at �0.5–1 h of OEG exposure, after which �N�* decreases due
to the loss of ssDNA from surface.
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complementary ssDNA targets �Fig. 4�a�, step 3�, significant
complementary strand hybridization was detected on the
ssDNA/OEG probe surfaces, even after buffer rinse �Fig.
4�a�, step 4�. Amounts of complementary DNA hybridized
onto these mixed ssDNA/OEG probe surfaces range from
2.4 to 7.2	1012 molecules/cm2, depending on the ssDNA
probe densities.2,13 These values are comparable to amounts
of DNA target hybridized by a ssDNA/MCU system reported
previously.3 As seen in Fig. 4�a�, target DNA hybridization
signal reaches a maximum on probe surfaces with 1 h OEG
diluent backfill �a surface ssDNA probe density of 3.6
	1013 molecules/cm2�, after which target hybridization de-
creases due to significant displacement of DNA probes off

the monolayer surface by OEG, as determined by XPS mea-
surements. Target hybridization efficiency �defined as target
density divided by probe density and multiplied by 100� on
the ssDNA/OEG probe surfaces can be estimated from the
probe densities �Table I� and target densities �Fig. 4�a��. The
estimated target hybridization efficiency values are presented
in Fig. 4�b� as a function of OEG backfill time. Pure ssDNA
probe surfaces show 8% hybridization efficiency, increasing
to a maximum of 46% at intermediate probe density then
decreasing at lower probe density.

2. Hybridization in bovine serum and salmon
genomic DNA mixtures

The capability to capture target DNA via hybridization
directly from complex mixtures �e.g., PCR mix, serum, tis-
sue lysates, food and environmental samples� without exten-
sive amplification or purification is desirable for improved
microarray and biosensing assays. SPR was used to investi-
gate the selectivity of the ssDNA/OEG probe surface from
two biological media, bovine serum and salmon genomic
DNA. Serum contains high concentrations of over 200 dif-
ferent proteins43 �total protein 35–60 mg/ml� while genomic
DNA mixtures contain large molecular weight DNA frag-
ments �in a size range of 600–900 base pairs� where the vast
amount of nucleic acid sequences do not correspond to the
target sequence. Both conditions present significant non spe-
cific background species more relevant to real world assay
goals than buffer-based capture. These SPR experiments
were performed using DNA-probe surfaces with 1 h OEG
backfill time since this condition provides maximum amount
of target capture �see Fig. 4 SPR results above� from purified
DNA targets.

For hybridization experiments from serum, the concentra-
tion of the target sequence was kept at 1 �M while the serum
concentration was varied from 1 to 100 vol % �i.e., the target
sequence is mixed with different serum dilutions up to full
strength native serum�. To determine the amount of specific
target capture from various serum dilutions, the SPR re-
sponse from negative controls consisting of noncomplemen-
tary DNA sequences in the same serum concentrations was
also monitored. Figure 5 shows the SPR response of the
interactions of ssDNA/OEG probe surfaces with both
complementary �Fig. 5, curve 1� and noncomplementary
�Fig. 5, curve 2� DNA sequences in 1 vol % �Fig. 5�a�� and
100 vol % �Fig. 5�b�� serum. Note that the SPR response for
100% serum solutions is beyond the range of plotted wave-
length values due to a significant increase in the bulk solu-
tion refractive index. To determine the amount of specific
DNA hybridization, the response from noncomplementary
DNA in n% serum was subtracted from complementary
DNA in n% serum as illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig.
5. As seen in Fig. 5, the amount of specific target hybridiza-
tion, or binding, decreased significantly as serum concentra-
tion was increased from 1% to 100%. This is consistent with
previous reports on identical DNA target hybridization using
the mixed DNA/MCU probe adlayer SPR assay.3 Compari-
son of Fig. 5�a� with Fig. 5�b� suggests that this loss of

FIG. 4. Real-time SPR measurement of target DNA hybridization on
ssDNA/OEG probe surfaces from STE buffer demonstrating the effects of
OEG diluent backfill on DNA target hybridization �a�. After establishing a
measurement base line by introducing buffer to the probe surface, non-
complementary DNA �1 �M� in running buffer was injected to test nonspe-
cific target binding onto the probe surface �1�. As the noncomplementary
DNA adsorption reaches saturation, the noncomplementary DNA solution
was replaced with pure running buffer to reestablish the base line �2�.
Complementary DNA target �1 �M� was then injected to determine
amounts of hybridization �3�. As DNA hybridization approached saturation,
the complementary DNA solution was replaced with pure running buffer to
rinse away loosely bound DNA molecules from the probe surface �4�. Data
indicate that target hybridization reaches a maximum at 1 h OEG backfill
�surface density of 3.6	1013 probe molecules/cm2�. The estimated hybrid-
ization efficiency for each ssDNA/OEG probe surface as a function of OEG
backfill time �b�.
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specific target capture is due to increased nonspecific serum
protein adsorption onto the probe surface with increasing
serum concentration. This increased serum protein adsorp-
tion is supported by the higher SPR wavelength shift from
noncomplementary DNA in 100% serum �5 nm� compared
to noncomplementary DNA in 1% serum �2.5 nm�. DNA
target hybridization at a constant concentration of 1 �M
from various serum concentrations is summarized from SPR
signals as molecular densities in Fig. 6. These bound mo-
lecular densities were estimated using the SPR wavelength
shift calculated from that due to specific DNA hybridization
using equations and assumptions described in the Sec. II. As
seen in Fig. 6, target hybridization on ssDNA/OEG surfaces
decreases only slightly �by roughly 20%� as the serum con-
centration is increased to 50%. In undiluted serum �100%�,
target hybridization on the probe surface was reduced by
approximately 80%, but still well above base line noise, to
1.3	1012 molecules/cm2. Comparing these results to data
previously reported for DNA hybridization on ssDNA/MCU
probe surfaces where target capture via hybridization is re-
duced by 50% in 15% serum and essentially zero beyond
50% serum,3 OEG backfill significantly improves the selec-
tivity of the DNA-probe surface, allowing target detection
directly from undiluted serum. One conclusion is that an

OEG background is more effective at preventing nonspecific
protein binding than the hydroxyl-terminated MCU alky-
lthiol diluted surfaces, making it possible to detect a given
target DNA strand within a solution containing substantial
protein background.

The performance of the ssDNA/OEG probe surface was
further evaluated using fragmented salmon genomic DNA
mixtures where the vast majority of nucleic acid sequences
do not correspond to the target sequence. The probe surface
was exposed to 1 �M �approximately 6	10−3 mg/ml�
complementary target solutions containing varying concen-
trations �0.1, 1.0, and 10 mg/ml� of genomic DNA. The tar-
get to genomic DNA ratio �wt/wt� is approximately 1:16,
1:160, and 1:1600 for 0.1, 1.0, and 10 mg/ml of genomic
DNA mixtures, respectively. Samples containing only the ge-
nomic DNA mixture �at 0.1, 1.0, and 10 mg/ml� were used
as negative controls to monitor the amount of nonspecific
DNA adsorption onto the probe surface. Figure 7 shows the
SPR response obtained when the ssDNA/OEG surface was
exposed to complementary �Fig. 7, curve 1� DNA target se-
quences �1 �M� in 0.1 �Fig. 7�a�� and 10 mg/ml �Fig. 7�b��
genomic DNA, and the corresponding negative controls �Fig.
7, curve 2�. Comparison of curve 2 in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�
indicate that the amount of nonspecific DNA adsorption onto
the probe surface increases with increasing genomic DNA
concentration. The amount of specific DNA hybridization is
determined by subtracting the SPR response to the negative
control from the SPR response to solutions containing
complementary DNA in n mg/ml of genomic DNA as illus-
trated by the dashed curves in Fig. 7. Captured molecular
densities of DNA target hybridization from various genomic
DNA concentrations in Fig. 7 were again estimated using the
wavelength shift due to DNA hybridization �see Sec. II� and
are summarized, together with serum capture data from Fig.
5, in Fig. 6. The data demonstrate that while the
ssDNA/OEG functionalized gold surface is not completely

FIG. 5. SPR hybridization results for target capture performed in solutions
containing �a� 1% and �b� 100% serum. The curves show responses from the
SPR when probe surfaces were exposed to complementary �curve 1� and
noncomplementary �curve 2� DNA in n% serum at approximately 5 min and
rinsed with buffer when adsorption saturation was reached at approximately
25 min. DNA hybridization is obtained by subtracting the SPR response for
the noncomplementary DNA in n% serum from the SPR response for the
complementary DNA in n% serum solution �dashed line�. Note that the SPR
response to 100% serum is out of range of the plotted wavelength values due
to significant increase in the bulk solution refractive index.

FIG. 6. Amounts of DNA target hybridization from buffer �white�, bovine
serum �gray�, and salmon genomic DNA �stripes� dilutions as determined by
SPR using the procedure described by Fig. 5. Hybridized target molecular
densities were estimated using the wavelength shift due to DNA hybridiza-
tion. �*P indicates p value when compared with hybridized target density in
STE buffer. † indicates p=0 when the 50 vol % serum hybridization results
are compared to those from 5, 15, and 30 vol % serum. ‡ indicates p
�0.03 when the 1 mg/ml salmon genomic DNA hybridization results are
compared to the 0.1 mg/ml salmon genomic DNA hybridization results.�
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nonfouling for complex DNA mixtures, detection of the
DNA target sequence from these solutions is still possible
and well above base line noise, but compromised compared
to dilute serum or pure buffer.

Given that a single mammalian cell contains up to 100 pg
of DNA, and that only one specific sequence from this col-
lective amount is sought in a given capture assay, very few, if
any, detection methods conveniently and reliably isolate and
detect this target, even when purified from gram masses of
cells. PCR is, therefore, ubiquitously exploited to generate
sufficient �i.e., �1015/ml�, short copies of the target se-
quence to detect in different assay formats. Typical DNA
detection limits for many microarray formats are
10–100 femtomolar DNA target from buffer solutions �i.e.,
10−14 moles DNA/l=109 DNA target molecules/ l
=103 DNA target molecules/�l�. These detection limits in
most fluorescence-based microarray assays correspond to
surface-captured densities of �1012–1013 target
molecules/cm2. Detection limits from most assays in serum
are several orders of magnitude poorer.44 This study ad-
dresses the challenge of detecting DNA hybridization from
complex media by using DNA/OEG surface chemistry that
improves resistance to the nonspecific adsorption of proteins,
noncomplementary DNA, etc., that otherwise would prevent
the DNA hybridization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates a more relevant assay procedure
and model DNA biosensing surface for diagnostics applica-
tions compared to simple buffer detection. Increasingly,
nucleic acid assay is desired directly from PCR mixtures
�i.e., from q-PCR or on chip�, or from tissue, cell, food, or
biological samples without pre-purification steps that cost
both time and labor, and that limit field or remote deploy-
ment. Few existing assays can demonstrate such perfor-
mance in direct “sample-to-answer” formats, and even fewer
DNA capture reports test such conditions. Most DNA detec-
tion by surface capture �the most common nucleic acid assay
format� reports assay from DNA in buffers, often claiming
detection performance that is actually of limited practical
relevance. This study demonstrates the use of protein-
resistant OEG diluent molecules in SPR surfaces to improve
DNA target capture from complex biological mixtures in-
cluding bovine serum and salmon genomic DNA. The com-
position, orientation, and target hybridization efficiency of
sequentially self-assembled ssDNA/OEG monolayers on
gold were characterized in detail using the high-resolution
surface analytical methods, XPS, NEXAFS, and SPR. Sur-
face composition of various ssDNA/OEG monolayers was
determined using XPS. XPS nitrogen atomic percent was
used to calculate surface coverage of the ssDNA in the mixed
monolayer system, as calibrated by previous radio-labeling
results.3 Surface coverage of the ssDNA in the mixed
ssDNA/OEG monolayer decreased steadily with increasing
OEG diluent backfill time. XPS and angle-resolved
NEXAFS measurements showed that pure ssDNA did not
assemble into ordered monolayers, possibly due to nonspe-
cific interactions of the DNA bases with the gold surface.
Incorporation of the OEG diluent thiol into the ssDNA ad-
layer initially improved the immobilized ssDNA orientation
and order by displacing these nonspecific DNA-gold interac-
tions, as demonstrated by XPS peak shifts and NEXAFS
results showing an increase in the dichroic ratio ��N�*� with
maximum orientation at 0.5–1 h backfill time. Target hy-
bridization on the various ssDNA/OEG monolayers with pu-
rified DNA targets in buffer indicated that DNA surface hy-
bridization is influenced by immobilized-ssDNA density and
orientation. Maximum target DNA hybridization was ob-
served on probe surfaces with 1 h of OEG diluent backfill �a
surface ssDNA probe density of 3.6	1013 molecules/cm2�,
after which target hybridization decreased due to significant
OEG displacement of DNA probes off the monolayer sur-
face. SPR measurements of target DNA hybridization from
bovine serum and salmon genomic DNA mixtures demon-
strated that OEG incorporation into the ssDNA adlayer im-
proved surface resistance to both nonspecific protein and
DNA adsorption, allowing detection of small DNA target
sequences from concentrated, complex biological mixtures.
While exhibiting significantly improved signal:noise ratios
comparted to previous assays, observed SPR DNA target de-
tection signal in 100% undiluted nonspecific serum or full-
length genomic DNA competition is significantly reduced
compared to that from DNA target in buffer. These differ-

FIG. 7. SPR hybridization results for target capture performed in solutions
containing �a� 0.1 and �b� 10 mg/ml of salmon genomic DNA. The curves
show responses from the SPR when probe surfaces were exposed to comple-
mentary DNA in n mg/ml genomic DNA �curve 1� and n mg/ml genomic
DNA without target DNA sequence at approximately 5 min. The surface
was rinsed with buffer when adsorption saturation was reached at approxi-
mately 35 min. DNA hybridization is obtained by subtracting curve 2 from
curve 1 �dashed line�. Note that the SPR response to 10 mg/ml genomic
DNA mixture is out of range of the plotted wavelength values due to sig-
nificant increase in the bulk solution refractive index.
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ences between assay results from buffer versus those in com-
plex media demonstrate the challenge for nucleic acid cap-
ture in the presence of substantial competing nonspecific
adsorption noise. Microarray or surface capture nucleic acid
assays will need to achieve improved signal:noise ratios
from such media in order to perform adequately in field-
based or direct sample-to-answer analyses.
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